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STAY CONNECTED. STAY PRODUCTIVE.

Ultralight Analogue  
Business Two-way Radio

AP325



• Outstanding sound through the design of a large acoustic cavity

• Easy to carry thanks to the integration of a compact body and  
an extremely compact antenna

• Longer communication distance by brand-new RF solution

• Charge, program and update with just one Type-C USB port

DESIGNED FOR YOUR BUSINESS



With a slim form factor and a 4.5cm ultra-stubby antenna, 
the users can stand, sit or move freely even when they 
wear the AP325 on the waist.

The 3W speaker outputs up to 90dB audio. With the  
professional noise cancellation algorithm adopted,  
the AP325 delivers crystal-clear audio in any  
noisy environments.

Users can program, upgrade and charge the AP325  
through the same Type-C USB port on the bottom.

The AP325 audibly conveys information such as channel 
names, zones or battery level, so the users can immediately 
know the radio status.

STAY CONNECTED. STAY PRODUCTIVE.

Easy to carry

Loud and clear audio

One port fits all

Voice Announcement

Be informed throughout the workplace

Fast charging on the go

VOX

Thanks to the 3W TX power and up to 0.18µV receiving 
sensitivity, the AP325 enables the users to communicate  
with each other wherever they are in the workspace.

The built-in battery can be fully charged in just 2.5 hours, and 
a one-hour charge provides 8 hours of communication.

Using the Voice Operated Transmit (VOX) feature, the users 
can make a hands-free call without pressing and holding  
the PTT key.
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Hytera reserves the right to modify the product design and the specifications. 
In case of a printing error, Hytera does not accept any liability. All specifications are subject to change without notice.

2,200mAh Li-Polymer (built-in)

158x55x24mm (with antenna) 
118x55x24mm (device housing without antenna)
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